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Violent Video Games Alter Brain Function in Young Men 
Functional magnetic resonance images of the two groups of study participants. (Credit: 
Indiana University School of Medicine) 

Dec. 1, 2011 — Sustained changes in the region of the brain associated with cognitive 
function and emotional control were found in young adult men after one week of playing 
violent video games, according to study results presented by Indiana University School of 
Medicine researchers at the annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North America. 

This is the first time the IU researchers, who have studied the effects of media violence for 
more than a decade, have conducted 
an experimental study that showed a 
direct relationship between playing 
violent video games over an 
extended period of time and a 
subsequent change in brain regions 
associated with cognitive function 
and emotional control. 

The controversy over whether or not 
violent video games are potentially 
harmful to players has been debated 
for many years, even making it as far 
as the Supreme Court in 2010. There 
has been little scientific evidence 
demonstrating that the games have a 
prolonged negative neurological effect. 

"For the first time, we have found that a sample of randomly assigned young adults showed 
less activation in certain frontal brain regions following a week of playing violent video 
games at home," said Yang Wang, M.D., assistant research professor in the IU Department of 
Radiology and Imaging Sciences. "The affected brain regions are important for controlling 
emotion and aggressive behavior." 

For the study, 28 healthy adult males, age 18 to 29, with low past exposure to violent video 
games were randomly assigned to two groups of 14. Members of the first group were 
instructed to play a shooting video game for 10 hours at home for one week and refrain from 
playing the following week. The second group did not play a video game at all during the 
two-week period. 

Each of the 28 men underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analysis at the 
beginning of the study, with follow-up exams at one and two weeks. During fMRI, the 
participants completed an emotional interference task, pressing buttons according to the color 



of visually presented words. Words indicating violent actions were interspersed among 
nonviolent action words. In addition, the participants completed a cognitive inhibition 
counting task. 

The results showed that after one week of violent game play, the video game group members 
showed less activation in the left inferior frontal lobe during the emotional Stroop task and 
less activation in the anterior cingulate cortex during the counting Stroop task, compared to 
their baseline results and the results of the control group after one week. After the video game 
group refrained from game play for an additional week, the changes to the executive regions 
of the brain returned closer to the control group. Stroop task tests an individual's ability to 
control cognitive flexibility and attention. 

"These findings indicate that violent video game play has a long-term effect on brain 
functioning," Dr. Wang said. "These effects may translate into behavioral changes over 
longer periods of game play." 

Dr. Wang said that another important point of the study was that the young men were 
supplied with laptop computers and played at home in their "natural environment." Some of 
the previous research was done with players participating in a lab setting. 

Coauthors are Tom Hummer, Ph.D., IU assistant research professor of psychiatry; William 
Kronenberger, Ph.D., associate professor of clinical psychology in the IU Department of 
Psychiatry; Kristine Mosier, D.M.D., Ph.D., IU associate professor of radiology; and Vincent 
P. Mathews, M.D., IU professor of neuroradiology. Drs. Wang, Hummer and Mosier are 
members of the IU Center for Neuroimaging. 
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Abstract and Introduction 
Abstract 

Adolescents spend a significant part of their leisure time watching TV programs and 
movies that portray violence. It is unknown, however, how the extent of violent media 
use and the severity of aggression displayed affect adolescents' brain function. We 
investigated skin conductance responses, brain activation and functional brain 
connectivity to media violence in healthy adolescents. In an event-related functional 
magnetic resonance imaging experiment, subjects repeatedly viewed normed videos 
that displayed different degrees of aggressive behavior. We found a downward linear 
adaptation in skin conductance responses with increasing aggression and 
desensitization towards more aggressive videos. Our results further revealed 
adaptation in a fronto-parietal network including the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex 
(lOFC), right precuneus and bilateral inferior parietal lobules, again showing 
downward linear adaptations and desensitization towards more aggressive videos. 
Granger causality mapping analyses revealed attenuation in the left lOFC, indicating 
that activation during viewing aggressive media is driven by input from parietal 
regions that decreased over time, for more aggressive videos. We conclude that 
aggressive media activates an emotion–attention network that has the capability to 
blunt emotional responses through reduced attention with repeated viewing of 
aggressive media contents, which may restrict the linking of the consequences of 
aggression with an emotional response, and therefore potentially promotes 
aggressive attitudes and behavior. 

Introduction 

Adolescents spend a significant part of their leisure time watching TV programs and 
movies that portray violence (Yoon and Somers, 2003). For example, it has been 
shown that ~70% of 14-year-olds (and 39% of 10-year-olds) saw at least one of 51 
extremely violent movies, and amongst the most popular were I Know What You Did 
Last Summer, Scream II and Die Hard (Sargent et al., 2002). Extensive research 
and media coverage have linked school shootings (Anderson et al., 2007, p. 3), real-
life replications of video-game contents (Crowley, 2008) and general aggression to 
the exposure to extremely violent media (Anderson and Bushman, 2001, 2002). 
Although it has been suggested that individuals become more aggressive 
(Huesmann, 2007) and desensitized (Funk, 2005) to real-life violence after the 
repeated consumption of violent media programs (American Academy of Pediatrics, 



2001), little is known about how the extent of violent media use and the severity of 
aggression displayed affect adolescents' brains. 

During adolescence, developmental changes occur in brain morphology and 
function, particularly in the prefrontal cortex (Blakemore, 2008; Giedd, 2008). One of 
the neural systems that undergo significant changes during adolescence (Spear, 
2000) and that has been intimately linked to the processing of the incentive value of 
stimuli is the dopaminergic system (Schultz, 1998). Dopamine neurons in the 
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and subcortical regions encode the emotional value of 
primary (e.g. food, touch, smell) and secondary (e.g. money) reinforcers enabling the 
individual to shape goal-directed social and emotional behavior in response to 
changing external contingencies (Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004; Rolls and 
Grabenhorst, 2008). In adolescents, compared to adults and children, lateral OFC 
(lOFC) activation has been observed to be enhanced and reward-driven learning 
slowed, in the context of monetary reward value manipulations, indicating that 
adolescents' lOFC development may be protracted (Galvan et al., 2006). 

Whereas the medial OFC has been shown to modulate aggression by exerting 
inhibitory control over aggressive impulses in adults and adolescents (Damasio et 
al., 1994; Grafman et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1999; Blair and Cipolotti, 2000; 
Pietrini et al., 2000; Strenziok et al., 2009), there is evidence that the lOFC, through 
its ability to adapt to external stimuli, is involved in increasing or decreasing the 
likelihood of aggressive behavior when aggressive cues are present (Blair, 2004). 
Two functional neuroimaging studies revealed that reduced activation in the lOFC is 
associated with exposure to aggressive media in adults. Repeated exposure to 
violence portrayed in movies was associated with a decrease in activation in the 
lOFC over the period of the experiment (Kelly et al., 2007). In the same study, 
reduced lOFC activation towards violent movies was associated with more reactive-
affective aggression, indicating that the lOFC may be involved in increasing the 
likelihood of aggression through dysfunctional emotion regulation. Furthermore, 
during playing of a violent first-person shooter video game, the lOFC was recruited 
less in experienced male gamers than during non-violent virtual actions in the same 
game (Mathiak and Weber, 2006). This study further revealed activation changes in 
the rostral and dorsal anterior cingulate cortices, parietal regions including the 
precuneus (Prec), angular gyrus, intraparietal sulcus, and temporoparietal junction, 
amygdala, parahippocampus, insula, and cerebellum during violent actions, 
indicating the contribution of networks that regulate visual-spatial attention, sensori-
motor function, and monitoring of cognitive and affective processes. 

It has been proposed that repeated exposure to violent media causes emotional 
desensitization to subsequent aggressive stimuli (Funk et al., 2004). A 
neurophysiological study investigating the P300 amplitude of the event-related brain 
potential has shown lower cortical responses towards violent images in violent 
compared to non-violent video game players, indicating desensitization towards 
violent stimuli in individuals who have been exposed to media violence (Bartholow et 
al., 2006). Because the P300 amplitude has been hypothesized to reflect the 
activation of the aversive motivational system (Cacioppo et al., 1993), reduced brain 
activation during exposure to violent stimuli may indicate reduced aversive emotional 
responses to these stimuli. The process of emotional blunting to arousing events is 
also associated with a reduced sympathetic skin conductance response (SCR) to 



violent movies and portrayals of real life aggression in children who were previously 
exposed to violent media (Cline et al., 1973; Thomas et al., 1977). 

The present study was designed to explore the association between violent media 
exposure, SCR responses, and activation changes in the lOFC in normally 
developing male adolescents 14–17 years of age. Adolescence is a time period that 
is sensitive to the adverse effects of violent media because portrayals of aggression 
are more appealing and pleasurable to youth, as evidenced by self-report (Benenson 
et al., 2007), identification with antisocial characters is more likely (Konijn et al., 
2007), and parental control is low (Cheng et al., 2004), whereas the opportunities to 
gain access to violent media are abundant. Due to a number of interacting factors 
such as adrenarche, gonadarche, cortical synaptic pruning, antisocial peer pressure, 
family conflict and difficulties in school, particularly male adolescents have an 
increased risk for aggressive behavior and some develop lifelong antisocial and 
violent behavior patterns (Moffitt and Caspi, 2001; Kirsh, 2003; Blakemore, 2008). 
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate brain 
activation changes during observed aggression and Granger causality mapping 
(GCM) to investigate effective connectivity (connectivity network and strength of 
connectivity) in an media aggression network (Deshpande et al., 2008, 2009). In an 
event-related fMRI design, 22 healthy adolescents repeatedly viewed normed videos 
that displayed different degrees of realistic, age-appropriate aggression. In addition, 
SCRs were sampled throughout the acquisition of fMRI images to monitor autonomic 
changes associated with viewing aggressive videos. 

Among others, two phenomena of neural activity during emotion processing in the 
lOFC, that are relevant in the context of the current study, have been reported: (i) a 
decrease in lOFC activity to stimuli that are applied repeatedly and (ii) an association 
between lOFC activation magnitude and stimulus magnitude (O'Doherty et al., 2001; 
Kringelbach et al., 2003). Based on these findings, we predicted emotional 
desensitization after repeated exposure to aggressive videos of varying aggression 
levels as evidenced by reduced SCRs and decreased activation in the lOFC over 
time. With increased aggression in the videos, we predicted a decline in lOFC 
activation based on previous neuroimaging evidence that showed decreased OFC 
function associated with an increase in aggression (Pietrini, 2000). If activation 
changes in the lOFC reflect changes in the emotional value of stimuli that motivate 
behavior, and if repeated exposure to aggressive media stimuli is associated with 
emotional desensitization to those stimuli, then repeated exposure to aggressive 
media should be associated with reduced activation levels in the lOFC over time. In 
our connectivity analysis, we predicted a central role of the lOFC in a media 
aggression network that subserves emotion modulation and associated activation in 
structures that regulate visual-spatial input, attentional demands and familiarity of 
recurring events. 

Methods 
Subjects 

Twenty-two healthy male adolescents (mean ± s.d.; years of age: 15.9 ± 1.1, range 
14–17, years of education: 9.9 ± 1.1, range 8–12), who had no history of psychiatric 
or neurological illness, participated for financial compensation. All were native 
English speakers, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were right-handed 
(Edinburgh Inventory, laterality quotient: 90.8 ± 14.2, range 50–100) (Oldfield, 1971) 



(see SupplementaryData, for trait aggression and exposure to violence scores). 
Parents gave written informed consent and adolescents gave their written assent for 
the procedures that were approved by the National Institute of Neurological 
Disorders and Stroke Institutional Review Board. 

Stimuli 

From commercially available DVDs, 114 videos (each 4 s long) were retrieved that 
contained real scenes of aggression (e.g. fist fights, street brawls and stadium 
violence). In a pre-study, another group of 22 age- and education-matched males 
rated the videos for aggression and excitement (see SupplementaryData). Based on 
the ratings (mean ± s.e.m.), a total of 60 videos in three sets of 20 videos that 
differed in the level of aggression (F2,38   = 6924.14, P < 0.001; low: 14.91 ± 1.83; 
mild: 46.40 ± 2.17; moderate: 73.44 ± 1.72) but not in their levels of excitement (F2,38   
= 1.24, P = 0.293; low: 50.67 ± 2.37; mild: 47.80 ± 3.23; moderate: 53.77 ± 1.67) were 
selected for the fMRI study. 

Procedure 

All subjects were seen twice for the study. During visit 1, subjects were screened for 
psychiatric and neurological conditions, handedness, trait aggression, and exposure 
to violence in the media and community. During visit 2, subjects underwent the fMRI 
procedures. Prior to scanning, subjects rated their emotional state using a 9-point 
rating scale version of the Self-Assessment Manikin (Lang et al., 1993) to assess 
their emotional status and were trained on the fMRI task on a separate set of stimuli. 

During scanning, stimulus presentation was controlled by a computer with SuperLab 
Pro software (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA). Subjects were given a response 
pad with two buttons on which they placed their right index and middle fingers. They 
were asked to view and judge mute videos. At the beginning of each trial, a plus sign 
was presented (0.5 s) on the screen followed by a video that was shown (4 s, video 
viewing phase). Then, a decision screen appeared (3.5 s) to cue subjects to decide 
whether the video they just saw was more or less aggressive than the one that they 
saw in the previous trial by pressing one of two assigned response buttons (decision 
phase). Stimulus presentation was event-related and trials were interspersed with 
jittered interstimulus intervals optimized following an exponential schedule using 
Optseq2 software (Freesurfer, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA). Three 
runs of about nine minutes each were employed. During each run, all 60 videos were 
presented randomly among runs and subjects. Subjects were asked to make their 
decisions as quickly as possible and response times and decisions were recorded. 
Immediately after scanning, 1 day, and 2 weeks later adolescents completed an 
emotional assessment to assess their mood state after viewing the videos (see 
SupplementaryData). 

Data Acquisition 

fMRI Data Imaging data were collected using a 3T General Electric (GE Medical 
Systems, Waukesha, WI) MRI scanner equipped with an eight-channel head coil. 
Anatomical scans were performed using a T1-weighted 3D MP-RAGE sequence (TR 
9 ms, TE 4 ms, flip angle 12°, FoV 256 mm, matrix size 256 × 256, thickness 1.2 mm, 
in-plane resolution 0.8594 × 0.8594 mm2). Functional images were acquired using a 
T2*-weighted 2D gradient EPI sequence (TR 2 s, TE 23 ms, flip angle 90°, 30 slices, 



thickness 3 mm, in-plane resolution 3.75 × 3.75 mm2, FoV 240 mm). In each run, 320 
volume images were taken parallel to the AC–PC line. The first five volumes were 
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. 

Skin Conductance Responses SCRs were sampled at 80 Hz throughout MRI 
scanning using PSYLAB equipment (Contact Precision Instruments Inc., Boston, 
MA). A constant voltage of 0.5 V was applied to the middle and ring fingers of the 
non-dominant hand through a pair of MRI compatible surface gel cup electrodes 
(Ag/AgCl, 6 mm diameter; Biopac, Goleta, CA, model TSD203). Note that three 
subjects had to be excluded from the analysis of SCR data due to equipment failure 
(n = 1) and non-responding (n = 2). 

Data Analyses 

Skin Conductance Responses SCR samples were first z-transformed (Boucsein, 
1992) to normalize possible baseline differences across aggression levels and 
subjects. Stimulus related changes were identified by extracting the maximum 
amplitude of the SCR during each video viewing phase. Afterwards, a 3 × 3 analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) on those maximum measurements was performed with 
Aggression (low, mild, moderate) and Time (T1, T2, T3) as within-subject factors. 
Because both factors had more than two levels, Mauchly's test of sphericity was 
applied to determine whether the correlation between variables was the same. If the 
estimated chi value of Mauchly's test was significant, then the assumption behind the 
normal within-subjects ANOVA was violated and Wilks' Lambda multivariate 
statistics were reported. Furthermore, we computed adaptation factors (AFs) for 
each aggression level defined as maximum SCR measurement differences between 
extreme time points (T3–T1). Finally, a one-way ANOVA trend analysis on the AFs 
was computed with aggression (low, mild, moderate) as a within-subject factor to 
determine whether the subjects' SCRs adapted in a linear fashion, from low to mild 
to moderate aggression levels. In those cases where AFs were positive, we defined 
the adaptation as sensitization, whereas negative AFs are referred to as 
desensitization. (See SupplementaryData for behavioral data analysis). 

fMRI Data fMRI data analyses were performed using BrainVoyager QX (Brain 
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) and structural and functional data were 
preprocessed (see SupplementaryData). Functional data were co-registered with the 
individual's 3D anatomical images and then reassembled into 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 isotropic 
voxels. A GLM corrected for first-order serial correlation was applied (Friston et al., 
1999). Random-effects analyses were performed to explore brain regions that were 
associated with viewing aggressive videos. The GLM model consisted of four 
regressors: video viewing phase (n = 3: low, mildly and moderately aggressive 
videos) and decision phase (n = 1). Regressor time courses were adjusted for the 
hemodynamic response delay by convolution with a double-gamma hemodynamic 
response function (Buchel et al., 1998). 

Multiple regression analyses were performed independently for the time course of 
each individual voxel. After computing parameter estimates for all predictors, using 
the ANCOVA random-effects analysis tool in BrainVoyager QX, a 3 × 3 ANOVA on 
those parameter estimates was performed with Aggression (low, mild, moderate) 
and Time (T1, T2, T3) as within-subject factors (see SupplementaryData for design). 
Activations were reported in a whole brain analysis using an FDR with a threshold of 



q(FDR) < 0.05 (corrected) (Genovese et al., 2002) and a cluster size threshold of 
270 mm3. 

To analyze the interaction effect in more detail, we derived the parameter estimates 
of the beforehand identified Aggression × Time interaction effect for each of the 
aggression and time levels. Mean values of parameter estimates were derived from 
each region after identifying the peaks of activation and surrounding voxels 
encompassing 125 mm3. Afterwards, we computed AFs for each aggression level 
defined as differences in parameter estimates between extreme time points (T3–T1). 
Furthermore, one-way ANOVA trend analyses on AFs were computed with 
aggression (low, mild, moderate) as a within-subject factor to determine whether 
subjects' brain activations adapted in a linear fashion, from low to mild to moderate 
aggression levels. In those cases where AFs were positive, we defined the 
adaptation as sensitization, whereas negative AFs are referred to as desensitization. 

Multivariate Granger Causality Analysis Effective connectivity was implemented 
using a multivariate GCM analysis (Kaminski et al., 2001) based on a multivariate 
vector autoregressive (MVAR) model capable of capturing the simultaneous 
directional influences between multiple regions (Kus et al., 2004). For the 
connectivity analysis, we derived the parameter estimates from the peak voxel 
activations of the beforehand identified significant Aggression × Time interaction 
effect for each of the aggression and time levels because we were only interested in 
those regions that changed depending on the aggression level and repeated viewing 
of videos for the subsequent GCM analysis. The ROIs were constrained to the 
center of activation within each region and to a maximum size of 5 × 5 × 5 mm3. The 
entire time series of BOLD signal intensities from the selected ROIs were averaged 
across voxels, then normalized across runs and subjects, and finally collapsed 
across all runs and subjects to obtain a single time series per region (Deshpande et 
al., 2008, 2009). 

A first order MVAR model was fit based on the time series of selected regions and a 
directed transfer function (DTF) matrix was obtained (Kus et al., 2004). The DTF 
matrix was weighted by the partial coherence between the selected regions in order 
to emphasize direct connections (Deshpande et al., 2008, 2009). The order of the 
model was determined using Akaike's Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974). The DTF 
is based on the principle of Granger causality but is rendered in a multivariate 
framework and therefore can effectively model the inherently multivariate nature of 
neuronal networks (Blinowska et al., 2004). This method has been validated 
previously using simulations (Kus et al., 2004) and applied successfully to 
electrophysiological (Ding et al., 2000; Kaminski et al., 2001; Korzeniewska et al., 
2003 Blinowska et al., 2004; Kus et al., 2004) and fMRI data measuring the BOLD 
response (Stilla et al., 2007; Deshpande et al., 2008, 2009). The DTF analysis matrix 
consists of a set of directional path weights describing the strength of mutual impact 
(in arbitrary units) from each region to each of the other regions. Surrogate null 
distributions were used to assess the significance of the path weights (P < 0.05) 
(Deshpande et al., 2008). Since the selected regions survived multiple comparison 
corrections in the initial fMRI analyses, no further significance correction was applied 
(Stilla et al., 2007). 

To determine dominant directional influences between regions (i.e. whether 
differences between reciprocal paths were significant), differences between the 



reciprocal paths were calculated using surrogate data to generate a corresponding 
null distribution and compared it with the analogous value obtained from real fMRI 
data. The fractional area under the null distribution for the analogous value obtained 
from real fMRI data gives the probability of the null hypothesis being true, which is 
essentially the P-value of the significance of the dominant directional influence. 

Furthermore, to determine whether regions were either predominantly driving other 
regions or being driven by other regions (or, alternatively, a given region may be 
driven as much as it is driving the other regions), we computed input-output ratios for 
each region (see SupplementaryData for computations). 

Correlations We correlated the AFs of SCRs, AFs of brain activation and 
connectivity of brain activation with self-reported measures of violent media 
exposure and trait aggression. On these latter measures, we asked subjects to rate 
how much of the media they used show fighting, crime, guns, war scenes or similar 
content on a scale from one to five (1 = none or very little, 5 = all or almost all), 
including TV programs/movies, video games, books/journals, music, and websites. 
Furthermore, we administrated the Aggression Questionnaire (AQ) (Buss and 
Warren, 2000) to assess physical aggression, verbal aggression, anger, hostility and 
indirect aggression. On this questionnaire, subjects were asked to rate on a 5-point 
rating scale (1 = not at all like me, 5 = completely like me) how they interact with other 
people using 34 statements. 

Results 
Skin Conductance Responses 

We investigated whether SCRs changed while viewing videos with different levels of 
aggression over time. The 3 Aggression (low, mild, moderate) × 3 Time (T1, T2, T3) 
ANOVA revealed no main effect of Aggression (F2,36   = 0.47, P = 0.614) but a 
significant main effect of Time (F2,36   = 4.38, P  < 0.021), indicating that SCRs 
diminished over time. In addition, there was a significant Aggression × Time 
interaction effect, indicating that SCRs changed differently for the aggression levels 
over time (F4,15   = 4.84, P < 0.010; note that Wilks' Lambda multivariate statistics 
were reported because of a significant chi value in the Mauchly's test of Sphericity 
χ2(9) = 17.07, P < 0.048). To address this change in SCRs over time, we calculated 
AFs of SCRs for each aggression level and submitted them to a planned follow-up 
ANOVA. Results showed that SCRs adapted significantly with aggression level (F2,36 
  = 3.68, P < 0.036) (Figure 1). Specifically, the trend analysis to determine whether 
the subjects' SCRs adapted in a linear fashion revealed a significant downward 
linear trend (Flin1,18   = 9.04, P  < 0.008), indicating that changes in SCRs over time 
decreased linearly from low to mild to moderate aggression levels. For the mildly and 
moderately aggressive videos, SCR adaptation was negative, indicating 
desensitization towards these videos (see SupplementaryDataandFigureS1 for 
behavioral results). 



 
Figure 1. 

SCR adaptation. Adaptation factors are shown for low, mildly and moderately 
aggressive videos. Results revealed a linear downward trend in SCR adaptation with 
increasing aggression in the videos. SCR adaptation was positive (sensitization) for 
the low aggressive videos and negative (desensitization) for the mildly and 
moderately aggressive videos. 

Brain Activation 

We also assessed brain activation patterns that were associated with viewing videos 
that displayed different levels of aggression with repeated exposure over time. The 3 
Aggression (low, mild, moderate) × 3 Time (T1, T2, T3) ANOVA revealed a 
significant main activation effect of Aggression in the bilateral lOFC (left, BA 47; 
right, BA 45) in addition to a fronto-parieto-temporo-occipital network including the 
left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9), rostral anterior cingulate cortex (BA 32), right 
posterior cingulate cortex (BA 23), bilateral middle temporal gyri (left, BA 39; right, 
BA 37) and bilateral middle occipital gyri (BA 19) [F2,42   = 5.80, q(FDR) < 0.05] 
(FigureS2, SupplementaryTableS1A). Furthermore, a significant main activation 
effect of Time was associated with a fronto-temporo-parietal network including the 
bilateral middle frontal gyri (BA 10), right Prec (BA 31), right lingual gyrus (BA 18) 
and left middle temporal gyrus (BA 37) [F2,42   = 7.59, q(FDR) < 0.05] (FigureS3, 
TableS1B). Finally, there was a significant Aggression × Time interaction activation 
effect in the left lOFC (BA 10) (Figure 2A) in addition to the right Prec (BA 31) and 
bilateral inferior parietal lobules (left IPL, BA 39; right ILP, BA 7) [F4,84   = 5.16, 
q(FDR) < 0.05] (SupplementaryFigureS4andTableS1C). 



 
Figure 2. 

Brain activation. LOFC activation and adaptation are displayed. (A) Left lOFC 
activation associated with viewing aggressive videos. We found activation changes 
in the left lOFC (BA 10; x, y, z coordinates, –27, 47, –5) towards repeatedly viewed 
videos that portray varying levels of aggression. (B) Left lOFC adaptation. 
Adaptation factors are shown for low, mildly and moderately aggressive videos. 
Results revealed a linear downward trend in lOFC adaptation with increasing 
aggression in the videos. Left lOFC adaptation was positive (sensitization) for the 
low and mildly aggressive videos and negative (desensitization) for the moderately 
aggressive videos. 

To address the changes over time, we calculated the AFs of lOFC, Prec, left ILP and 
right IPL activation (parameter estimates) for each aggression level and submitted 
them to planned follow-up ANOVAs. Results showed that responses in all four brain 
regions adapted significantly with aggression level (lOFC, F2,42   = 20.22, Figure 2B; 
Prec, F2,42   = 25.67; left ILP, F2,42   = 12.77; right ILP, F2,42   = 14.87, Ps < 0.001, 
FigureS5). Specifically, linear trend analyses to determine whether subjects' brain 
responses adapted in a linear fashion revealed significant downward linear trends in 
all four regions (lOFC, F1,21   = 40.38; Prec, F1,21   = 36.22; left ILP, F1,21   = 20.92; 
right ILP, F1,21   = 24.15, Ps  < 0.001), indicating that brain activation changes over 
time decreased linearly from low to mild to moderate aggression levels. In the lOFC 
and right IPL, adaptation was negative for the moderately aggressive videos, 
indicating desensitization towards the most aggressive videos in our study. 

Multivariate GCM Analysis 

First, using GCM analyses, we identified the effective connectivity patterns among 
brain regions that showed an Aggression × Time interaction effect (lOFC, Prec, left 
IPL and right IPL) (Figure 3A, SupplementaryTableS2). The Prec and lOFC were 
reciprocally connected with both the left and right IPL, but were not directly 
connected (Figure 3A). 



 
Figure 3. 

Multivariate GCM analyses. Effective connectivity network and strengths are 
displayed. (A) Granger causality network for aggression. The Prec and lOFC were 
reciprocally connected with both the left and right IPL, but were not directly 
connected. A pseudo-color code was used to indicate the path weights of all 
connections between ROIs. (B) Granger causality network for dominant directional 
influences. Two dominant directional pathways were found that gave input to the 
lOFC, indicating that this region is mainly driven by other ROIs: inter-hemispherically, 
from the Prec via the right IPL (Prec → R IPL) to the lOFC (R IPL → lOFC) and intra-
hemispherically, from the left IPL to the lOFC (L IPS → L lOFC). The color scales in 
A and B are weighted by the P-values of the corresponding paths. (C) Input–output 
ratio for ROI activations. Only for left lOFC, the input–output ratio decreased 



significantly over time for the moderately aggressive videos, but not for the low 
aggressive videos. 

Second, the dominant directional influences for the reciprocal connections in the 
Granger causality network were determined. Two dominant directional pathways 
were found that gave input to the lOFC, indicating that in this experiment the lOFC is 
mainly driven by other regions: (i) inter-hemispherically, from the Prec via the right 
IPL (P[Prec → R IPL] = 0.032) to the lOFC (P[R IPL →  lOFC] = 0.023) and (ii) intra-
hemispherically, from the left IPL to the lOFC (P[L IPS → L lOFC] = 0.012) (Figure 
3B). 

Finally, the input-output ratios for each region were determined and their differences 
between low to moderately aggressive videos and changes from time T1 to T3 
investigated (Figure 3C). For the lOFC, the surrogate test revealed a significant main 
input-output ratio effect of Aggression (P  < 0.009), indicating that low aggressive 
videos produced a significantly lower input drive into the lOFC compared to 
moderately aggressive videos (the most aggressive videos in our study). 
Furthermore, a significant main input-output ratio effect of Time (P < 0.021) was 
revealed, indicating that the drive into the lOFC significantly decreased over time. 
Finally, the surrogate test revealed a significant interaction input-output ratio effect of 
Aggression (low vs moderate) × Time (T1 vs T3) (P  < 0.009), indicating that the drive 
into the lOFC significantly decreased over time only for the moderately aggressive 
videos (P < 0.001) but not for the low aggressive videos (P = 0.062). The surrogate 
tests for the three other regions revealed no Aggression, Time, nor 
Aggression × Time effects. 

Correlations 

We found a negative correlation between the AFs of the SCRs and scores on the 
media violence exposure scale (r = –0.47, P < 0.05) and AFs of the SCRs and scores 
on the violent video games exposure scale (r = –0.46, P  < 0.05), indicating that 
individuals with the most exposure to violent media show the lowest adaptation 
values (become desensitized). No correlations between SCRs and lOFC activation, 
including its connectivity with the parietal cortical regions, were found. 

Discussion 
In the present study, we measured neurophysiological responses while adolescents 
repeatedly viewed videos that varied in the severity of aggression displayed. First, 
we measured SCRs to explore emotional arousal associated with viewing aggressive 
media as an autonomic correlate of desensitization. Second, we investigated brain 
activation in the media aggression network that depended on the repeated exposure 
to aggressive videos that differ in aggression severity. Finally, we investigated 
effective connectivity in the identified fronto-parietal cortical network for the 
interaction of repeated viewing of aggressive videos with varying levels of 
aggression. Our results show SCR desensitization associated with viewing 
aggressive videos and underline the important role of the left lOFC in the emotional 
representation of media-related aggression with important time and aggression level 
dependent inputs from the parietal cortex thought to modulate visual-spatial attention 
and event familiarity. 



Our SCR data analysis revealed an adaptation over time, showing a linear decrease 
in SCRs with increasing aggression in the videos. For the mildly and moderately 
aggressive videos in our study, we found SCR desensitization, indicating that 
autonomic responses diminished over time when adolescents were exposed to more 
aggressive videos. Furthermore, subjects who had the most exposure to violent 
media in their daily life showed the greatest desensitization. Our results are in 
accordance with previous studies that also revealed reduced sympathetic skin 
conductance responses to violent movies and portrayals of real life aggression in 
children who were previously exposed to violent media (Cline et al., 1973; Thomas et 
al., 1977). Furthermore, emotional desensitization had been associated with 
children's exposure to violent video games and adults' self-reported reduced 
sympathy with victims in violent movie scenes (Funk, 2005; Fanti et al., 2009). It has 
been proposed that emotional desensitization not only reduces avoidance-related, 
but also increases approach-related, motivational states in situations that present 
with aggressive cues (Bartholow et al., 2006; Fanti et al., 2009), which may place 
individuals with high exposure to violent media at risk of responding aggressively in 
real life (Funk, 2005). 

We also assessed brain responses towards the repeated exposure to videos that 
varied in the severity of the displayed aggression. Our interaction analysis revealed a 
fronto-parietal cortical network including the left lOFC, bilateral IPL, and Prec 
confirming findings in adult populations that linked reduced levels of lOFC activation 
to the viewing of aggressive movies and the active engagement in virtual aggression 
(Mathiak and Weber, 2006; Kelly et al., 2007). Furthermore, patients with OFC 
lesions are at risk for disinhibited and aggressive behavior (Damasio et al., 1994; 
Grafman et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1999), fail to notice social norm violations 
(Stone et al., 1998; Blair and Cipolotti, 2000), and are impaired in the recognition of 
angry facial expressions (Hornak et al., 1996). These impairments are generally 
thought to reflect a broader role of the OFC in emotion regulation in specific social 
contexts (Adolphs, 2003). We suggest that the lOFC, besides playing a role in a 
variety of social-emotional behaviors, uses emotional cues (e.g. in facial 
expressions) to notice inappropriate behavior and make behavioral adjustments in 
aggression-provoking situations. Reduced activation to an aggressive stimulus after 
repeated exposure to this stimulus indicates that the likelihood that the lOFC 
connects an emotional response with an aggressive cue diminishes with an increase 
in the cue's aggression severity. 

There is evidence that the OFC is involved in the central control of SCRs. Results in 
healthy individuals revealed a coupling of lOFC activation with spontaneous 
fluctuations of SCR amplitudes, indicating a link between an adaptive bodily 
response to emotional events and the cortical representations of affective states in 
the lOFC (Critchley et al., 2000). A study in OFC lesion patients showed blunted 
SCRs in anticipation of a monetary loss in the gambling task, hindering them in using 
their autonomic emotional response (somatic marker) as a guide to make 
advantageous decisions (Bechara et al., 1997). These data and the current findings 
further support the OFC's central role in emotion. The desensitization that we found 
in both SCRs and lOFC responses may indicate a reduced integration of generalized 
autonomic responses and brain activation to aggressive stimuli over time (Critchley, 
2000). 



Whereas there is abundant evidence for the role of the OFC in aggression, 
associated parietal activations have rarely been discussed. We addressed the 
individual contributions of the components of the fronto-parietal network in more 
detail by assessing the effective connectivity between the involved regions and 
changes in the strength of connectivity over time and with varying aggression levels 
in the videos. Anatomically, the anterior lOFC is connected with isocortical frontal, 
temporal and parietal regions (Cavada et al., 2000; Fonteijn et al., 2008), including 
the inferior parietal cortex. Although previous neuroimaging studies revealed 
evidence for dysfunctional connectivity patterns between ventral prefrontal cortex 
and amygdala in adult aggressive patients (Hoptman et al., 2009), connectivity in a 
fronto-parietal cortical network has not been shown in the context of aggressive 
stimuli. However, activation in orbitofrontal and parietal cortices during violent video 
game play as demonstrated in a media violence study in adults (Mathiak and Weber, 
2006), and our own findings, indicate a role of both structures in response to 
aggressive environmental cues. 

Evidence from both neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies suggest that the 
frontal and parietal cortex interact closely to direct a wide range of higher-order 
cognitive functions as well as sensory-motor processes (Collette et al., 1999; 
Culham and Kanwisher, 2001; Bush et al., 2002). Furthermore, the fronto-parietal 
network is understood as a core system that yields diverse mechanisms to integrate 
and control distributed patterns of neural activity throughout the brain (Naghavi and 
Nyberg, 2007). Within the parietal cortex, IPL and Prec have been associated with 
visuo-spatial processing (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006), episodic memory retrieval 
modulated by the familiarity of perceived information (Wagner et al., 2005), and 
processing of naturalistic video stimuli (Aalto et al., 2002). 

Our results showed that lOFC responses were generally driven by the input from 
parietal activations rather than vice versa, but also that there was a greater influence 
of parietal regions on the lOFC for more aggressive videos and at initial exposure as 
compared to low aggressive videos and repeated exposure to the videos. This 
unique connectivity pattern in the lOFC indicates that only the most aggressive 
videos in our study (moderate) significantly modulated the input that the lOFC 
received from parietal regions over time, whereas lOFC input from parietal regions 
did not change over time for the low aggressive videos. It should be noted that none 
of the input-output ratios for the parietal cortical regions showed any dependence on 
changing aggression levels or repeated exposure over time. 

But which mechanisms could explain the decrease in fronto-parietal connectivity 
over time for the most aggressive videos in our study? We propose that the lOFC 
and parietal cortex together enable the allocation of attention to emotional stimuli. 
Previous neuroimaging studies of the lOFC in media violence (Mathiak and Weber, 
2006; Kelly et al., 2007), aggression (Damasio et al., 1994; Grafman et al., 1996; 
Anderson et al., 1999; Blair, 2004), and emotional responding (Hornak et al., 1996; 
Stone et al., 1998; Blair and Cipolotti, 2000; Adolphs, 2003) and the parietal cortex in 
attention to visuo-spatial input (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) and familiarity/novelty of 
stimuli (Daffner et al., 2003) support this proposal. It has been suggested that a key 
role for the lOFC is to detect social norm violations, including aggressive behavior, 
and that it guides social behavior through its ability to flexibly respond to 
environmental changes (Berthoz et al., 2002; Blair, 2004; King et al., 2006). In this 
role, it may determine the emotional-motivational relevance of aggressive behavior, 



shown in the videos in our study, for guidance of social behavior in future situations 
that present with similar aggressive cues. 

Activation in the IPL is frequently attributed to attentional processes (LaBar et al., 
1999; Mesulam, 1999; Szczepanski et al., 2010). Furthermore, the parietal cortex, 
particularly the Prec, may play a role in updating one's internal model of the 
environment to take into account novel events. Activation changes in this region 
have been shown to be reduced when familiar events are presented (Daffner et al., 
2003; Wagner et al., 2005). Whereas the reduced IPL input to the lOFC over time in 
our study may account for an attenuation of attention to emotionally relevant videos, 
decreased Prec input into the lOFC through the IPL may reflect familiarity with 
repeatedly viewed stimuli. The decreased influence of the precuneus and IPL on 
lOFC activation may have reduced the emotional-motivational relevance of the video 
content, indicated by lOFC desensitization. 

Adolescence is a time of increased psychosocial challenges including antisocial peer 
pressure and difficulties at school and in the family (Kirsh, 2003). Adolescents show 
a greater interest in and an increased incidence rate of aggressive behavior (Moffitt 
and Caspi, 2001; Benenson et al., 2007; Konijn et al., 2007). In addition, previous 
neuroimaging research has shown that monetary reward processing in the lOFC is 
altered in adolescents, as compared to adults and children, and large rewards are 
perceived most desirable, whereas small and medium rewards did not cause 
differential behavioral responses (Galvan et al., 2006). Altered motivational values of 
aggressive media, such as sensation seeking, may explain media choices that 
adolescents make for their everyday entertainment. A decrease in emotional 
responsiveness towards more aggressive media, as shown in the present study, 
might result in seeking a bigger variety of those media to elicit similar reward effects 
and may also impose an increased risk for aggressive attitudes and behavior in real 
life. 

Many questions about central and peripheral physiological responses towards 
aggression, the link between both, and connectivity patterns of brain structures 
associated with aggression remain unanswered to date. For example, different 
aggression modes, such as observed vs executed aggression, may affect the 
direction and location of brain activation differently. In addition, aggression-related 
changes in other physiological parameters such as cardiac response and respiration 
not only showed mixed results while measured during exposure to violent media, but 
also may interact differently with brain responses (Bradley et al., 2001; Kuniecki et 
al., 2003; Gomez et al., 2005). A limitation of the current study is that it only included 
male subjects. The incidence rate of aggression in females, even in female 
teenagers that are exposed to some of the same biopsychosocial challenges as 
male adolescents, is low and raises the question of what brain mechanisms and 
autonomic differences are associated with this gender difference. This information 
will be invaluable for defining neurobehavioral treatment goals for aggressive 
individuals. 

In summary, we have shown desensitization in SCRs and left lOFC activation 
towards repeatedly viewed videos that portray considerable aggression. We propose 
that exposure to aggressive media results in a blunting of emotional responses, 
which in turn may prevent the connection of consequences of aggression with an 
appropriate emotional response, and therefore may increase the likelihood that 



aggression is seen as acceptable behavior. It remains unknown, however, whether 
individuals with elevated levels of aggression may be at particular risk for altered 
desensitization patterns towards media violence, proviolent attitudes, and the 
acceptance of real-world violence as normal social behavior (Fanti et al., 2009). We 
also demonstrated that left lOFC activation during viewing aggressive videos is 
driven by input from parietal cortical regions, particularly during an initial exposure to 
videos with a considerable level of aggression. These findings indicate that the left 
lOFC uses aggression cues to determine behavior consequences of, and to make a 
behavioral adjustment in, an aggression-provoking situation, whereas parietal 
regions reflect a more general contribution to the integration and control of 
information. 

Supplementary Data 
Supplementarydata are available at SCAN online. 
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Violent Games DO Alter 
Your Brain – and the 
effect is visible in MRI 
scans in just a week 
By ROB WAUGH 
Violent video games and other computer 
entertainment have long been criticised for damaging 
youngsters’ brain. 

But activists such as Oxford Professor Baroness Greenfield have often presented little 
science to back up their allegations. 

However, extensive research into the subject has now provided worrying results that 
support her claims. 

‘Screen technologies cause high arousal which in turn activates the brain system’s 
underlying addiction,’ the neurologist said last month in an attack that accused games 
of causing ‘dementia’ in children. 

‘This results in the attraction of yet more screen-based activity.’ 

And now the first genuinely scientific attempt to analyse the emotive subject has thrown 
up astonishing results that suggest she is right. 

Differences in brain activity between young men who played violent games and ones 
who didn’t were visible in a randomly assigned sample in just one week. 

A presentation at the annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North America told 
how fMRI scans were used to analyse the effects of playing violent videogames on brain 
activity. 

The study took in 22 young men, and used magnetic-resonance scanning, as well as 
verbal psychological tests and counting tasks. 

One control group played a violent shoot ‘em up for 10 hours during one week, then 
refrained afterwards. 

The other group did not play any games in either week. 



Shoot 'em ups such as Modern Warfare 2 offer relentless action - and MRI scans of gamers 
who play for more than 10 hours per week show that the games DO change activity in crucial 
brain regions 

After one week, the ‘gamers’ showed less activity in certain regions of the brain when 
they were scanned. 

Dr Yang Wang, assistant research professor in the Department of Radiology and 
Imaging Sciences at Indiana University School of Medicine in Indianapolis said to 
Medical News Today: ‘For the first time, we have found that a sample of randomly 
assigned young adults showed less activation in certain frontal brain regions following a 
week of playing violent video games at home.’ 

‘These brain regions are important for controlling emotion and aggressive behavior.’ 

The researchers, though, were cautious about their findings.Learning any new activity 
causes changes in brain activity that are visible under MRI scans, so the study does not 
prove that it is 
specifically playing 
violent games that 
alters behaviour. 

The good news for 
parents is that the 
changes diminished 
greatly after one week. 

 

Magnetic resonance 
scan MRI of the head 
computer enhanced and 
colourised: The areas 
associated with cognitive function and emotional control seemed to function differently after 
just a week of playing a popular shoot 'em up 

Dr Wang told Medical News Today: ‘These effects indicate that violent video game play 
has a long-term effect on brain functioning.’ 

It’s the first evidence of videogames having a detectable ‘effect’ on the brain – but 
whether this effect is simply the gamer group using parts of their brain differently to 
learn new skills remains to be discovered. 

The fact that the areas affected appeared to be related to cognitive function and 
emotional control are concerning. 

Further research into the subject will be conducted by Dr Yang Wang and his team. 

‘Violent Games DO Alter Your Brain’ originally appeared in the Daily Mail. To view at 
source, click here. 



Violent video games alter brain's response to violence  
12 December 2005 by Helen Phillips 

A brain mechanism that may link violent computer games with aggression has been discovered by 
researchers in the US. The work goes some way towards demonstrating a causal link between the 
two - rather than a simple association. 

Many studies have concluded that people who play violent video games are more aggressive, more 
likely to commit violent crimes, and less likely to help others. But critics argue these correlations 
merely prove that violent people gravitate towards violent games, not that games can change 
behaviour.  

Now psychologist Bruce Bartholow from the University of Missouri-Columbia and colleagues have 
found that people who play violent video games show diminished brain responses to images of real-
life violence, such as gun attacks, but not to other emotionally disturbing pictures, such as those of 
dead animals, or sick children. And the reduction in response is correlated with aggressive behaviour. 

The brain activity they measured, called the P300 response, is a characteristic signal seen in an EEG 
(electroencephalogram) recording of brain waves as we register an image. The P300 reflects an 
evaluation of the emotional content of an image says Bartholow, being larger if people are surprised 
or disturbed by an image, or if something is novel. 

Violent scenes 

The team recruited 39 experienced gamers, and used questionnaires to assess the amount of violent 
games they played. They then showed them real-life images, mostly of neutral scenes, but 
interspersed with violent or negative (but non-violent) scenes, while recording EEGs. 

In subjects with the most experience of violent games, the P300 response to the violent images was 
smaller and delayed. "People who play a lot of violent video games didn't see them as much different 
from neutral," says Bartholow. They become desensitised. However, their responses are still normal 
for the non-violent negative scenes. 

This may not be surprising - video games have been used to desensitise soldiers to scenes of war. 
But when the players were subsequently given the opportunity to "punish" a fake opponent in another 
game, those with the greatest reduction in P300 brain responses meted out the most severe 
punishments. 

Even when the team controlled for the subjects' natural hostility, assessed by standard 
questionnaires, the violent games experience and P300 response were still strongly correlated with 
aggressiveness. "As far as I'm aware, this is the first study to show that exposure to violent games 
has effects on the brain that predict aggressive behaviour," says Bartholow. 

 



Real-life aggression 

But the study has failed to convince some critics. "We habituate to any kind of stimulus," says 
Jonathan Freedman, a psychologist from the University of Toronto, Canada, who has prepared 
several government-level reports on media and games violence. "All we are really getting is 
desensitisation to images. There's no way to show that this relates to real-life aggression." 

He says that stopping people playing violent video games would be like preventing them from playing 
sports such as football or hockey. 

Other researchers are more concerned. Craig Anderson of Iowa State University in Ames, who has 
studied the effect, says: "These brain studies corroborate the many behavioural and cognitive studies 
showing that violent video games lead to increases in aggression." 

The work will appear early in 2006 in the Journal of Experimental Social Psychology. 

  



Study: Violent Video Games Affect Brains 
Marcus Yam (Blog) - December 1, 2006 5:17 AM 
 
Functional MRI study of Counting Interference Task - violent and non-
violent game players 
 

 
 
Functional MRI study of Emotional Stroop Task -violent and non-violent 
game players 
 

 



Playing Medal of Honor and Need for Speed yield differing effects 
on brain 
 
A new study has found that adolescents who play violent video games 
may exhibit lingering effects on brain function, including increased activity 
in the region of the brain that governs emotional arousal and decreased 
activity in the brain's executive function, which is associated with control, 
focus and concentration. The findings were presented earlier this week at 
the annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA). 
"Our study suggests that playing a certain type of violent video game may 
have different short-term effects on brain function than playing a 
nonviolent – but exciting – game," said Vincent P. Mathews, M.D., 
professor of radiology at Indiana University School of Medicine in 
Indianapolis. Co-authors to the study are Yang Wang, M.D., Andrew J. 
Kalnin, M.D., Kristine M. Mosier, D.M.D., Ph.D., David W. Dunn, M.D., and 
William G. Kronenberger, Ph.D. Dr. Mathews and colleagues randomly 
assigned 44 adolescents to play either a violent video game (Medal of 
Honor: Frontline) or a nonviolent video game (Need for Speed: 
Underground) for 30 minutes. The researchers then used functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to study brain function during a series 
of tasks measuring inhibition and concentration. One test used emotional 
stimuli and one did not. fMRI measures the tiny metabolic changes that 
occur when a part of the brain is active. These changes will appear as a 
brightly colored area on the MR image, indicating the part of the brain 
that is being used to process the task. The two groups did not differ in 
accuracy or reaction time for the tasks, but analysis of the fMRI data 
showed differences in brain activation. Compared with the group that 
played the nonviolent game, the group that played the violent video game 
demonstrated less activation in the prefrontal portions of the brain, which 
are involved in inhibition, concentration and self-control, and more 
activation in the amygdala, which is involved in emotional arousal. 
"During tasks requiring concentration and processing of emotional stimuli, 
the adolescents who had played the violent video. 
 
DailyTech - Study: Violent Video Games Affect Brains 
A doctor points out the differences between to two groups - Images 
courtesy RSNA game showed distinct differences in brain activation than 
the adolescents who played an equally exciting and fun – but nonviolent – 
game," Dr. Mathews said. "Because of random assignment, the most 
likely factor accounting for these differences would be the group to which 
the volunteers were assigned." The researchers hope to conduct 
additional research on long-term effects of violent video game exposure 
and the impact of these brain functioning differences. "Additional 
investigation of the reasons for and effects of this difference in brain 
functioning will be important targets for future study, but the current 
study showed that a difference between the groups does exist," Dr. 
Mathews said. 


